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A tablet is not a desktop or notebook computer. It has limitations!



The value of a tablet is based on its functionality. Functionality is directly attributable to:
o The applications installed, and
o The ease of use.



I have worked with both the Archos tablet, with the Android operating system, and the
iPad with the Apple operating system.



Each has advantages and disadvantages – even with the same applications installed.



My decision is that, notwithstanding the disadvantages, I prefer the iPad because of ease
of use and consistency with the iPhone which I also use.



Disadvantages of the iPad which are available in the Archos:
o Neither word processing programs (QuickOffice in both Archos and iPad), shows
redlines in MS Word documents.
o The Android program opens up password-protected documents through
OfficeConnect; the iPad through QuickOffice does not.
o The Android program provides a “search” function within a document; the iPad
does not.
o The Android device has a USB port to transfer documents directly to the tablet;
the iPad does not.



Advantages of the iPad primarily focus around ease of use. I found that the Android
system for one who already uses Windows on his laptop and Apple iOS on his cell phone
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is somewhat antiquated – it reminded me of the early days of DOS. (Not wholly fair, but
my point of view.)


There are more than 134,000 applications for the iPad, the existing applications are being
improved and more are being developed. There are about 30,000 for the Android
operating system. Not all of these relate to business; in fact, very few relate to business
applications common to lawyers.



The productivity programs we have reviewed for the iPad and the Archos are:
o QuickOffice, which works better than OfficeConnect. For the iPad,
DocumentsToGo seems to be better than all.
o Cloud storage programs (DropBox, Googledocs). But read the license and
consider confidentiality issues.



iPad only:
o Noterize and NoteTaker 4D, a note-taking program
o Exhibit A, a presentation program
o PrintCentral, a print program to print off of wireless printers
o DropBox
o QuickOffice and DocumentsToGo can create and display Excel and PowerPoint
presentations



Transfer of documents to tablet
o Archos can transfer documents from and to the tablet by






Email
SD card
USB port/flash drive
WiFi (Officeconnect)
Cloud (DropBox, Googledocs, etc)
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o iPad can transfer documents from and to the tablet by






Email
WiFi (QuickOffice, DocumentsToGo and OfficeConnect)
Cloud (Dropbox, Google docs, etc)
iTunes

Email
o When using email through a tablet device or a smart phone, you need to be aware
whether the email is going through the firm metadata scrubber or not. If not,
consider the issues around CBA Formal Opinion 119.
o When using email through a tablet device or a smart phone, there is no reason not
to have your regular signature with the appropriate confidentiality and (if
applicable) Circular 230 warnings.
o When using a tablet device or smartphone that contains client confidential
information, the device needs to be password protected.



Firm tablet policy
LAW FIRM TABLET DEVICE POLICY

Law Firm’s policies are to consider technology improvements that make the practice of
law more efficient. We have upgraded computers and software as needed, and have provided
smart phones to all attorneys. We support attorneys’ home computer systems used for work
matters.
In our effort to be in the technology wave, we have investigated tablet devices. There are
a number of models of tablet devices manufactured by HP, Microsoft, Apple, Archos, Samsung,
and others. These use the three basic operating systems – Windows, Android, and Apple.
In no case should a tablet device be confused with a computer. It is not. A tablet device
does not have the power or functionality of a computer with MS Office and the other programs
that we regularly use.
A tablet device is not a cell phone. It can have voice capabilities through things like
Skype and Facetime, but it is not a cell phone, even if included with a 3G wireless application.
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A tablet device has certain features that exceed the capabilities of a cell phone. The most
notable is that the 10 inch screen of the tablet is much easier to use for reading documents than is
the 3 inch screen of the iPhone or Blackberry. The Archos provides for direct access to and
export of documents through a USB port that is capable of handling a flash drive, whereas the
iPad does not.
Nevertheless, for the practice of law we have concluded that the tablet device is not a
replacement for the smart phone – laptop computer combination that we have provided to each
attorney. Thus the Law Firm is not willing at the present time to purchase tablet devices for
anyone.
The Law Firm’s decision is not because tablet devices are not useful. They potentially
are quite useful.
It is all in the applications included in the tablet device. As configured from the factory,
the Archos and iPad (and probably the others) are unsuitable for legal work. With the
appropriate applications, both can be configured to be useful, open password protected
documents, display files on an overhead projector, annotate .PDF documents, and create and
review Word, Excel and PowerPoint files. Should anyone purchase a tablet device and plan to
use it for work related matters, the Law Firm will:
 Set up the attorney’s Law Firm email account, contacts and calendars so that these are
accessible on the tablet.
 Reimburse any lawyer for the applications that provide work capabilities. Based on work
to date, these are QuickOffice for the Android, QuickOffice, Noterize, and Exhibit A
for the iPad. (None cost more than $20.00. Noterize, a handwriting program with
which you can annotate .PDF documents, requires an $8.99 stylus.)
 Assist the lawyer in understanding and using the applications.
In each case, this offer should be couched by the word “reasonable.” Where someone
chooses to purchase a tablet as to which we have not had experience, we may leave it to the
attorney to go through the learning curve rather than distract staff attention. If you want to
consult with the Law Firm’s IT staff before purchasing a tablet, they can direct you to the ones
with which we can help and provide at least a little bit of support.
Some of the applications (QuickOffice and Exhibit A, for example) allow the transfer of
files directly over WiFi (or through iTunes on the iPad) to the tablet device. Other applications
(Noterize, for example, although there are others for the iPad) allow for handwriting when taking
notes at a meeting or on .PDF documents. (We have not yet found such an application for the
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Android system.) On QuickOffice for the Android system, you can view redline/strikeout and
search for words and phrases; those features are not available on QuickOffice for the iPad. As
noted, the Archos has a USB port to transfer documents; the iPad does not. Both will accept
documents by wireless transfer, either by email or direct transfer. Some of the other benefits of a
tablet are that they turn on significantly more quickly than the laptop, and the battery life is
significantly longer than the laptop.
Applications are continuously being added and updated. Currently there are more than
25,000 Android applications and more than 100,000 applications for the iPad2. Few are useful
for work, however. Thus the listing above may change.
Note, as with the smart phone and laptop computer, setting a tablet device to be
compatible with work risks the unauthorized disclosure of confidential information. No tablet
will be configured for work or supported by the Law Firm unless the owner agrees to maintain
password protection on the tablet at all times. Signature blocks for emails should also be
appropriately configured with the necessary information and at least the confidentiality warning.

